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“Working durationally with local Folkestone materials 
was a great way to address, think through, 
problematize and expand notions of identity/place, 
tracing relations with local history/politics and the 
broader issues and contexts each of us artist are 
related with. 

Personally, the chalkstone opened up many 
connections with the complexities of what it means to 
be a euopean born, brasilian raised, non-binary, 
transfeminist lesbian performance artist and 
pedagogue. it was a very powerful yet also vulnerable 
week and as an artist 

I felt thoroughly supported in all ways (artistically, 
logistically, emotionally, economically, etc).” 

- Dani D’Emilia

“There was a deep coherence between DRAWN’s 
conceptual and practical aspects, which is something I 
feel is so rare. 

As curators/organizers/hosts/documentators/etc you 
were so present and involved with every step of our 
process, taking care of every detail of our work and 
well being whilst at the same time making sure the 
event kept a a constant dialogue with the local 
community. 

I cannot stress enough how much I am grateful for 
having had the opportunity to participate in DRAWN. It 
was an immense pleasure and and incredibly inspiring 
experience.”

- Dani D’Emilia

DRAWN was a week long exhibition of work examining place & identity. 

The program coupled 6 international artists with 6 hyper-local materials 
(stone, water, salt, wood, blood & earth), across 6 venues in Folkestone’s 
Creative Quarter.

Located at the shore of the English Channel & mouth of the Channel 
tunnel; DRAWN invites audiences to consider how we relate to one 
another - across difference & beyond borders - through the environments 
we inhabit. 

Working at the intersections of durational performance, video, sound & 
installation each artist will explore their given material for 6 days. Each 
space will be open for 6 hours each day, moving between periods of 
installation and live performance, as the artists’ work develop.   

How does one belong to a place? 

How much of self is bound up in other? 

Where are the lines drawn?

DRAWN was a physical & emotional exploration of the surpluses and 
deficits we encounter when considering identity & place. It seeked to 
problematize notions of geo-specificity by employing materials that are 
both hyper-local & universal. 

By working with local & international artists, DRAWN questioned how 
bodies lay claim to objects & zones as elements within the construction of 
identity by problematising dialectic relationships such as here/there, self/
other, now/then, object/relation.

Artists: Charlotte Law (blood), Vela Oma (salt), Dani D’Emilia (stone), 
Nathalie Bikoro (earth), Keijaun Thomas (wood), Poppy Jackson (water)



Attending DRAWN on only its second day, I was struck 
by the integrity of all 6 artists and the commitment 
with which they approached their individual pieces. 
Dani d’Emilia’s work was particularly compelling, 
which for an artist who doesn’t normally work 
durationally, was all the more impressive. 

The curatorial decision to present the majority of 
pieces very publically in shop windows, was both brave 
and risky but ultimately paid off. Because each 
artist was increasingly absorbed in their process, daily 
tasks and rituals, the work was quietly but effectively 
carried out without spectacle, as if they were part of 
“normal” high street activity. This style of presentation 
meant local audiences, less familiar with contemporary 
performance, were afforded the opportunity to watch 
and be curious without
feeling threatened. 

I really applaud Bean and Benjamin for relocating to 
Folkestone, making a commitment to the town and 
experimenting with this type of work in the public 
realm. It’s a genuinely exciting development for the 
region.

- Jane Greenfield (Director, Home Live Art, Hastngs)

“The emotional labor of making 
work around race, class, gender and 
blackness especially in spaces that 
have erased this history - is crucial 

to acknowledge the legacy and 
history of people of color.” 

- Keijaun Thomas (artist)



It was a privilege to experience such engaging 
performance art in East Kent.  

It felt as if Folkestone was transformed into a gallery 
space in the way that the performances were situated 
around the Creative Quarter.  And the beauty of this 
was that it did not force performance art on the casual 
passer-by but rather provided an invitation to 
experience beautiful live art works.  

Each work had it’s own personality but also hung 
together in a collective way, not least because of the 
interesting starting point of the different materials 
allocated to each artist.  I very much enjoyed each 
performance individually but I also loved the collective 
experience after having seen them all.  

It was a profound experience that remained present in 
the days following my visit.  

The spaces were extremely intimate allowing the 
viewer to become part of the work.  This allowed me to 
feel something of the artist’s experience but more than 
that drew me in so that I myself felt a part of the work.  
Ultimately, through watching each artist’s experience 
I was drawn in to having my own experience.  As with 
all great performance art I came to know something 
more about myself through this experience.  

A visit to the hub proved very worthwhile with 
friendly, enthusiastic people to explain about the work 
and interesting resources to consult.  All in all a great 
day and i will definitely be heading down to Folkestone 
for any future similar events.

- Cliff Stevenson (Local Resident)



“(the tour) allowed our various 
explorative practises to be totally 
inclusive, allowing the space for 
emotions and questions rather than 
answers...

My friends that came from London 
and beyond were all incredibly 
impressed, said it should be toured 
and that you were very brave 

- not only in making the break from 
London to Folkestone, but also 
because you have not held back, or 
even hesitated to bring your 
essential radical art forms and and 
loving natures to everyday life!  

Lucky Lucky Folkestone!” 

- Charlotte Law (artist)



For 6 days, performance space animated the Creative Quarter 
with 6 high profile, unique durational pieces that surprised, 
confused, delighted and intrigued arts audiences and passers-by.

We are really pleased with what performance space have 
achieved. They have certainly reached new audiences and I know 
people really enjoyed the durational element, it was really 
interesting to see the work progress, and I know a lot of people, 
including myself, kept popping back to see how things were pro-
gressing.

I personally really enjoyed the shift in energy in the quarter, as 
the artists took ownership of sometimes quite difficult public 
spaces, and produced ambitious challenging new work.

- Nikki Tompsett (Project Manager, Creative Foundation)

I loved the performances at DRAWN and in particular the first one 
with the clay head (Charlotte Law) and the last at Space Gallery 
(Keijaun Thomas). All brought forth emotions I hadn’t 
expected. 

I felt a connection with my long gone Grandad, who was a coal 
miner for many years and suffered ill health as a result of his 
work and the poor conditions in coal mining at that time. 

The other two performances evoked feelings of pain, suffering, 
hope and overcoming adversity and prejudice. Not sure where all 
these feelings came from to be able to articulate further but still 
recalling different aspects of the performance. 

Thank you to you and Benjamin and all the artists and supporters.

- Carolann (Local resident and youth worker)



Aims & Achievements:
1: To move societal thinking beyond binary logic by problematising dialectic relationships (here/there self/
other, now/then, object/relation):

This was achieved primarily by the ‘liveness’ & duration of the work, as this allowed local audiences to build their relationship with the artist’s/work. 
The artists became part of the local landscape & narratives of their work became entwined with the life experiences of the audiences. This 
embodiment of the work requires a collapse of the borders between here/there, self/other, now/then, as past memories & present situations become 
layered by multiple body’s readings/ experiences.

2: Evolving understanding of durational performance art as a fine art process:

This was achieved through the use of ‘gallery’ spaces & the artist’s’ commitment to process. For a majority of our audiences this was their 1st experi-
ence of performance art; curating the work over this duration, in these spaces gave a concrete experience of process & material led practice.

3: Expanding curatorial practices surrounding durational performance art:

It was unique in it’s duration & curatorial framework. Peers from the Sout East Performance Art Network, Fierce Festival, Quarterhouse & Steakhouse 
Live all discussed at length our curatorial process & programming. We received praise for the decision to programme in multiple, public facing spaces 
& the proximity of these to each other. It was felt that this allowed the works to be both autonomous & together, as audiences could move between 
spaces within a couple of minutes.

4: Facilitating the prime conditions for the mediums exhibition/ experiencing:

Excellent conditions were provided in regards to artistic, economic & emotional support; this is the foundation for prime exhibition & experiential 
outcomes. All artists had multiple Skype & email dialogues with the curators. Artists were assisted in their research by being sent material samples, 
links to relevant information & introduced to relevant local people. 

However it would have been useful to have had more time on site/ in spaces prior & post exhibition - allowing artists to develop ideas during the 
install process & for the work to remain in-situ at the end. In future projects we will increase the budget to cover an extended period in Folkestone for 
the artists & extended access to the spaces.

Following direct feedback from artist’s (and an incident of aggression) we will impliment a ‘budy scheme’ in following projects to ensure artists of 
minority status feel safe moving between their accomodation, exhibition and hib spaces. 



What you learned, and how the activity has helped you or your 
organisation to develop:
1: New Contexts:

This was the 1st curatorial project ]ps[ has delivered since relocating to Folkestone and it exceeded expectations in the development of our 
organisation here. The project excelled in initiating new professional relationships and new local audiences. We received excellent feedback from the 
Creative Foundation, RDHCT, Folkestone Triennial & Folkestone Fringe - all key partners in future activity. We also received excellent engagement & 
feedback from local audiences, with 20 people attending our Saturday tour of the work and many attending the work daily throughout the week.

Our audience numbers proved that work of this nature and festival format can be successful outside of urban centres where the majority of festivals &
organisations are situated. Our high number and diverse type of audience also proved that the exhibition of durational performance art can be 
accessible and engaging. DRAWN was an important step in showcasing this burgeoning field.

2: New People:

For DRAWN we primarily worked with new artists (both to us & the UK more widely) or made new steps to work with artist within our network at a 
new level (such as Charlotte Wendy Law & Nathalie Bikoro who have previously only attended workshops or smaller pop-up events). All of the 
artists we worked with are internationally renowned, yet seldom present in UK programming. This was beneficial to our organisation in developing 
new networks and new ways of working as we facilitated the work of artists from diverse creative backgrounds.

3: New Audiences:

National: We were successful in our aim to bring national audiences to Folkestone through the curation of new artists, with key industry audiences 
such as Fierce Festival, Live Art Development Agency, Steakhouse Live and members of SE Performance Network and Live Art UK in attendance.

Minorities: We also successfully engaged people of minority status (woman, LGBTQI+, black, latinx) primarily through conversations with local Black 
History month organisers prior to the exhibition, targeted PR throughout and the visibility of the works (shops fronts & galleries). In addition to this 
conversations were initiated with local 6th Form Colleges and youth workers in regards to working with youth & minority groups further in future 
projects.

Local: We were overwhelmed by the local response to the work, which far exceeded our expectations. Local audiences engaged with the work re-
peatedly throughout the week and visited the ‘hub’ to learn more & discuss surrounding themes. The audience were very open to being challenged, 
sensitive to the work and keen to discuss it.

Highlights were: 

* The guided tour, which although late notice, saw 20 people tour the work. This is something we will develop and do in future programmes as it was 
incredibly successful in making difficult work accessible.

* A group of early teens touring all of the work independently on Sunday, then returning to the hub to browse the study room books and ask ques-
tions about the work.



Any longer term impact the activity has had:
DRAWN has had a huge impact on our organisation, cementing its place in the region, the local community & the potential of site-based festival 
programming.

1: Local audiences: We had a huge local audience whom returned to the work daily & proved their is an audience for challenging work in this 
locale. We are confident in reaching these audiences again & continuing our local audience growth.

2: Engagement & participation: This project brought about several new ways of working to engage people, key ideas include:

Volunteers: As we were unable to secure student Volunteers through our UCA partnership we did a call out for local invigilators. Through this 6 
non-artist residents participated in the exhibition - their feedback was excellent, they become committed to the work, invested in its success, 
developed new skills & understanding of performance art. Working with non-artists to invigilate or assist is something we will develop in future 
projects.

Tours: This was a great success - being guided by the curators gives people the support they require to enter & engage with the work. Following 
feedback we will expand the number of tours & provide tours targeted at different social groups (such as schools).

Youth: Local youth worker Carolann James attended the DRAWN tour & was moved by the potential of the medium performance art when working 
with traumatised & challenged young people - we will meet next month to discuss future collaboration.

3: Partnerships:

RDHCT: We took Peter Bettley Director of the RDHCT on a guided tour & discussed the work with him. 

Creative Foundation: Projects Manager Nikki Tompsett stated “]ps[ animated the Creative Quarter with 6 high profile, unique durational pieces 
that surprised, confused, delighted & intrigued arts audiences & passers-by. We are really pleased with what ]ps[ have achieved. They have certainly 
reached new audiences…”

Local organisations: Quarterhouse & Folkestone Fringe were also impressed with DRAWN & have since discussed the potential of future 
collaborative programming. SE Performance Network attended DRAWN & had a network meeting following which we began to discuss future 
collaboration, funding bids & supporting regional artists.

4: Public space & site specific: A key success of the project was its visibility, which although challenging to negotiate at times, proved 
hugely successful in reaching new audiences & having a longer term impact on how our local area is perceived.

5: Festivals: As our 1st project since relocation this tested if/how audiences travel. We predicted local audiences during the week & regional 
audiences at the weekend - programming over multiple for days for this reason. We programed during daytime hours 12-6pm to best capture these 
audiences, working with hours that enabled easy travel via public transport & access to extended periods of exhibition. This was successful and we 
will use ‘festival’ style fomats in future programs.



“Really provocative works that 
challenged my ideas and made me 

question.”

- Erin Lucas (Local resident)

Documentation:
As part of this project we are producing an accompanying book work 
containing essays and visual documentation of DRAWN - this is almost 
complete and will be made available online via our website and 
professional networks. 

In the meantime addional documentation can be seen via our ‘live 
archive’ on tumblr.

We are also in the process of editing and uploading all video footage to 
our vimeo site - watch this space!

Thank you!
A huge thank you to all of our supporters who helped make this project 
possible:

http://www.performancespace.org
http://www.aplaceofaction.tumblr.com
http://www.vimeo.com/aplaceofaction

